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The black-painted fingernails of Dante’s white-knuckled left fist dig into the rubber covering of 
the steering wheel of the ’69 Cadillac Hearse as he barrels down a rutted country road. He 
watches with awe as the setting sun sets the sky ablaze, realizing it may be the last he observes.

The cool autumn air pouring through the shattered driver-side window billows his black 
ruffled shirt and lashes his long raven-dyed hair across his white-powdered cheeks. The dilated 
pupils of his green eyes implicate his recent ingestion of shrooms and Molly, and the red roots of
his hair reveal his unfortunate burden as a freckle-faced gingerfuck.

His step-sister, Pandora, is laying on her tight tummy across the bench seat with her head 
bobbing in his lap. Her slurping moans are sweetened by the brooding metal of the Queen of the 
Damned soundtrack emitting from his smartphone. She milks his girthy shaft with one small fist 
as she sucks the head, her cheeks concave with the effort. She’s a bimbo suckslut but that’s why 
he adores her.

Pandora’s violet tutu miniskirt is bunched up, her velvet and lace plum panties are tugged
down, and the middle digit of Dante’s right hand is wriggling between her taut, plump cheeks, 
finger-plunging her virgin asshole. Her purple latex crop-top leaves her cute back dimples 
exposed. Her blonde hair is dyed midnight-purple and the pupils of her blue eyes are pinpoint 
due to the oxy she snorted off the dashboard while Dante was hot-wiring the car.

The other two members of his vamp coven, Orpheus and Tartarus, are laying in the back 
of the stolen corpsemobile where a casket usually rests. They’re giggling and chuckling while 
smoking an opium-laced fat blunt.

Each of them is partying like it’s their final night on earth because it very well may be, at 
least as warm-blooded and Cheetos-munching humans.

Orpheus, a gender-fluid Japanese version of Justin Bieber in appearance, excavated a 
satanic sex ritual from the deepest depths of the Darknet that should turn them into supernatural 
vampires, if Google translated the Latin correctly. Zis tousled hair is dyed bubblegum-pink and 
zie is wearing a black mesh shirt with a scarlet pleated skirt over black leggings with dangling 
scarlet suspenders and black leather boots. Orpheus gropes zis bulge as zie puffs on the blunt. 
Orpheus is not shy when it comes to zis bisexuality, which makes zim a renegade in this ultra-
Jesusfied backwoods town.

If Orpheus is the brains, which is definitely a stretch, then Tartarus is the brawn. Tartarus 
carries the bulk of an NFL linebacker, though he’s dressed in a white latex leotard with a black 
leather spiked collar and matching wristbands and boots. Also, his Wesley Snipes Blade haircut 
is dyed a fiery-red. Yet he’s about as aggressive as a tattered teddy bear. He’s never curled a 
dumbbell in his life. His massive muscle mass is a gift of his African-American genes and years 
of working his family’s farm, which ironically grows cotton of all things.

Dante cranes his neck and shouts in an English accent, “Oi! One of ya wanker gits torch 
me a fag!”

A moment later, Orpheus leans over the bench seat with a lit clove between two slender 
fingers. “Damn, look at Pandora fuckin’ devouring that mean beast. Can I be next?”

“Ya asking or offering, mate?”
Orpheus gives him an exaggerated wink in the rear-view mirror. “You know me. Dealer’s

choice.”
Dante snorts and momentarily loses his accent. “Well, we ain’t in Vegas, so keep Lil’ 

Wang in your tights until it’s time for the ritual.”
Orpheus frowns. “Your loss, Master.”



Before Dante can reply to zis teasing slant, Orpheus pokes the cigarette between his lips 
and sinks into the back.

Dante pulls a long drag off the clove and the sudden rush of the nicotine amplifying his 
high causes his eyes to roll back under fluttering lids and his balls to pull tight as his cock spews 
hot jets of spunk into Pandora’s suckling mouth.

Pandora gulps down his spurting splooge and continues sucking and slurping like an 
insatiable succubus.

Dante opens his eyes and jerks the wheel, swerving to miss a road sign on the shoulder, 
tossing Orpheus and Tartarus around in the back as they shout in annoyance.

Pandora doesn’t seem to notice the careening of the Hearse. Only when Dante withdraws 
his finger from her ass to relight his clove, does she look up at him, and whine, “Why’d you stop,
Master?”

“Sorry, Sis, the wind popped the cherry from my fag.”
“Ooo,” her eyes widen, “can I have a puff, Master?”
Dante twists the cigarette between his fingers and holds the filter to her full lips. Pandora 

inhales deeply, the clove flakes crackling, and then she resumes gobbling his cock as smoke 
flows from her nostrils.

Groaning with gratitude, Dante sticks the clove in the corner of his mouth and squirms 
his middle digit into Pandora’s ass, inciting her to mewl.

Tartarus hunches over the bench seat, causing the springs to squeal, and chuckles. “You 
searching for a dookie nugget or priming her for the ritual?”

“Can’t it be both, mate?”
Tartarus booms with shrill laughter. He’s as high as he is huge. “You’re a sick fuck, you 

know that, don’tcha?”
Dante shrugs. “Ya jealous, mate?”
“Digging around in your baby sister’s ass just ain’t right.” Tartarus waggles a thick 

callused finger with a big toothy grin. “Let me take over. You gotta learn to delegate.”
Dante’s head rolls back with a wheezing laugh. “Ya cotton-pickin’ wanker! Ya just wanna

a turn pluggin’ this fit bum!”
He offers his hand. “Hi. Have we met? I’m Tartarus.” He claps Dante’s chest as he 

chuckles. “Of course, I wanna plug that ripe ass!”
Dante plucks his finger from Pandora’s asshole and smacks it up under Tartarus’ wide 

nose. “Give it a whiff, mate!”
Tartarus recoils with a shriek. “I wanna plug it, not eat it, you dirty fucker!” Laughing 

and shaking his head, he retreats into the back.
Pandora wiggles her butt with a muffled whine of dissatisfaction, and so Dante 

remoistens his finger with his mouth and worms it between Pandora’s cheeks.
Dante’s not sure which coming victory he’s more excited about, becoming a real-life 

vampire or finally taking Pandora’s anal virginity.
Dante has lusted for years for the power to turn from prey into a predator. A lifetime of 

Indian burns and swirlies will do that. As a vampire, he will have the freedom to do anything he 
desires, other than going outside during the day. He rarely does that anyway for any length of 
time.

On the other hand, Dante has had a perpetual hard-on for Pandora’s plump rump since 
their parents shacked up together. He’ll never forget their first Saturday morning cohabitating 
when Pandora pranced across the living room with her round cheeks peeking out from under her 



T-shirt. He immediately abandoned his bowl of Count Chocula, rushing to his bedroom to jerk 
off.

Shortly thereafter, Dante got Pandora blazed for the first time and fed her his dick. It 
required a sly but simple strategy, which began with forbidding her to enter his coven’s secret 
lair, AKA the old tool shed he commandeered. He intentionally allowed her to overhear him 
several times boasting about how much fun he had toking up in his lair, stoking the flames of her
interest until she begged him to grant her entry. When she was just about foaming at the mouth, 
he acceded to her relentless pleading with the stipulation that she must promise to obey his 
unspecified rules within the lair. Once inside, the first rule he enforced was the removal of her 
shirt and bra. She evidently didn’t question it since he bared his chest. His crotch bulged the 
moment her pert peaks were unveiled. Her two handfuls of flesh looked spectacular under the 
blacklight. It took him a moment to find his voice again. He then sat her down on the battered 
loveseat and pronounced another rule as he packed a bowl with hydro. She was never to touch 
his bowl in any way. That meant she would have to inhale from his mouth as he exhaled a hit. He
claimed that shotgunning was common and she believed him. She was toasted after the second 
exchange, and so on the third, he slid his tongue into her mouth and his hands onto her tits. She 
was all over him like a bride of Dracula. She went from sucking his tongue to sucking his cock 
without command or complaint, just his hand gently guiding her head down to his lap. She’s 
been hooked ever since.

Unfortunately, she started imbibing every prick waved in her face accompanying a joint, 
and so Dante indoctrinated her into his coven as his apprentice to keep her suckcraft to himself. 
Though on occasion, Pandora sucks off Orpheus and or Tartarus while he pounds her pussy. A 
vamp coven is a dark family that you choose, and families share everything, right?

The Hearse nearly pops up on two wheels as Dante veers off the road without braking 
onto the driveway of a derelict church. He zooms on passed the dilapidated God house, kicking 
up a dust cloud, and skids to a halt before the rusted iron gates of an abandoned graveyard.

The decaying tombstones covered in moss and vines look downright ghastly in the fading
twilight. The cornfield with pumpkins vined between the rows beside the cemetery exacerbates 
the eerie atmosphere of the horror movie setting. And on Devil’s Night too. It’s the perfect 
location to perform a satanic sex ritual.

Orpheus groans as zie climbs to zis knees. “Are you trying to make a banana and 
chocolate milkshake outta us?”

“No, ya racist wanker. I was just givin’ Pandora a quick lesson in extreme road-head.”
Tartarus rises to his knees, rubbing his crown. “Well, that totally excuses your reckless 

driving.”
Dante kills the engine and grins in the rear-view mirror. “I’m glad we see eye to eye on 

the matter. You’re a real stand-up guy.”
“That makes one of us.”
Orpheus backhands Tartarus in the shoulder. “I’m kneeling right here.”
“Oh,” Tartarus chuckles, “so now ‘guy’ is an acceptable pronoun?”
“No, it’s not, but you know what I mean, dick.”
Tartarus ruffles Orpheus’ bubblegum-pink hair. “There, there, little snowflake. I didn’t 

mean anything by it.”
“Oi!” Dante interrupts their banter. “Both of you twits go set up the circle while I give 

Pandora the talk.”
Tartarus bellows with shrieking laughter. “You haven’t told her yet?!”



Dante shrugs. “No, not completely.”
Pandora rises and wipes the drool from her mouth with the back of her hand. “Haven’t 

told me what, Master?”
He tucks her feathery midnight-purple hair behind an ear. “That I wanna feel the warm 

grip of your pussy one last time before we become undead creatures of the night.”
Pandora’s cheeks flush as she chews her bottom lip. “Yummy.”
Orpheus sighs with envy. “If only I had a step-sibling so sweet, simple, and scrumptious.”
“Yeah,” Tartarus chuckles, “or like a severely retarded cousin, right?”
Orpheus tsks. “Love is love. Step-sibling or otherwise, you brute.”
“Yeah, yeah,” Tartarus elbows Orpheus playfully, “but is it really?”
“Oi,” Dante barks, “go wax stoned philosophy while ya work!”
Tartarus bobs his head submissively. “Oh yessa, Massa! I gon be a gud nigga, Massa!”
Dante laughs, then shouts, “Don’t make me get the switch!”
As Orpheus and Tartarus climb out the back, taking their backpacks with them, Pandora 

slips off her pretty plum panties. Her bald cleft glistens with arousal under the dome light. She 
straddles Dante’s lap and slowly sinks onto his rigid cock, his throbbing erection forcing her taut 
inner muscles to expand as they both utter a prolonged groan of bliss.

Dante kneads Pandora’s firm cheeks as she rocks her hips, riding him slow but steady. “I 
fuckin’ love you, Sis.”

Pandora curls her fingers into his raven-dyed hair and increases her pace as she moans. “I
love you too, Master.”

His words verbalizing in heaving breaths, Dante confesses, “The ritual…requires you…to
be plowed…by all three…of us…at once. Can you…handle that?”

Pandora leans her forehead against his. “Anything for you, Master.”
The Molly hitting him hard, Dante trembles as he seals his lips over Pandora’s and kisses 

her with burning passion. His heart speeds as she groans into his mouth while their tongues lap 
and lave. He thrusts his pelvis in sync with her rocking hips, doubling the force of their humping 
and deepening their ecstasy.

Fifteen euphoric minutes pass in a flash before Pandora’s cunt clenches tight around 
Dante’s dick and she clings to him as she quakes with orgasm.

Dante whispers into her ear as she quivers with aftershocks. “After the ritual tonight, no 
one will ever have the power to tear us apart.”

Pandora’s eyes flicker open and sparkle with tears of joy. “My dreams come true, 
Master.”

Tartarus’ chuckling face consumes the whole of the shattered window. “And I thought 
your redneck romance might still be a better love story than Twilight.”

Dante rolls his eyes. “Thanks for mucking up our intimate moment, mate.”
“My pleasure, pal.”
Pandora turns to Tartarus with a dopey smile, and blurts, “Which of my holes to you 

wanna plow?”
“Well,” Tartarus arches a brow with a chuckle, “your Master-brother called dibs on your 

itsy-bitsy bootyhole and I’ve already experienced the awesomesauce of your juicy mouthole, so 
I’m gonna give your teensy-weensy vaghole a good ol’ poundin’.”

Dante swings open the door without warning, smacking Tartarus in his bent knees and he 
topples backward with a girlish scream, landing on his back with his muscled arms spread wide 
like a black Jesus wrestler on the holy cross.



Tartarus cries up at the starry heavens, “Bested by a ginger in a puffy shirt!”
Dante steps out of the Hearse, wrangling his sopping erection into his black skinny jeans. 

“Speak ill of my cursed complexion if ya dare, but not of my stylish blouse.”
“Forgive my transgression, my lord.” Tartarus extends an enormous palm and Dante is 

nearly pulled down atop him as he helps him to his feet.
Pandora climbs out of their G-ride, rubbing her button nose with one fist and clenching 

her panties in the other. The strap of her The Lost Boys messenger bag is slung across her chest, 
emphasizing her purple latex bound breasts. She holds out her panties. “Master, do you want me 
to put ’em back on?”

“No. They’d just be coming off again in a few.” Dante swipes them from her palm, 
presses them to his nose and inhales deep, savoring the sweet scent of her pussy and ass, before 
stuffing them into a front pocket to add to his collection. He has amassed an entire drawer of her 
dirty underwear. Each delicious little pair is a different style or shade. So he has a kink, but who 
doesn’t these days?

“Plus,” Tartarus chimes in, “we ain’t got time for dilly-dallying.” He winks. “Or panty 
huffing. As carsophagus GTA suspects number one through four, Deputy Dipshit will come out 
here looking for us sooner or later.” It’s no secret that they’ve been spending time here recently.

Pandora whines, “Master, I’m sleepy. Will you carry me, pleeease?”
Suddenly mesmerized by the nearby field of cornstalks streaking and stuttering in the 

evening breeze like a glitch in The Matrix, Dante spreads his arms and she climbs atop him, 
curling her slender limps around him and nuzzles his nape. He cradles her bare cheeks, easily 
supporting her meager weight, and continues to stare entranced until Tartarus snaps his fingers.

Tartarus warns, “Don’t trip down any rabbit holes just yet.”
Blinking and shaking his head, Dante mutters, “Sorry, mate. The Mad Hatter is serving 

tea.”
Tartarus turns with a chuckle and leads the way, holding up a small LED lantern to repel 

the encroaching darkness.
Dante’s drug-addled brain exaggerates the crackling of dead leaves trampled under their 

boots and the hum of the choir of crickets chirping all around them, inciting tendrils of paranoia 
at the fringes of his mind.

Pandora pecks and nibbles at Dante’s throat as he carries her through the rusted iron gates
into the mist-veiled necropolis. A narrow path has been cut into the overgrown vegetation. 
They’ve been preparing for weeks.

The fine hairs on the back of Dante’s neck rise as his eyes dart to and fro at the harrowing
sight of spectral orbs of illumination floating and flickering above many of the crumbling 
headstones. It’s gotta be the shrooms. But have they induced an hallucination or opened his third 
eye to the metaphysical realm? Is their intrusion riling up ghostly shades of the deceased? Will 
these echoes of departed souls work against their ritual? He blinks and they vanish.

Pandora questions, “Are you scared, Master? You’re shaking.”
“No, I’m fine,” he lies. “It’s just the Molly, Sis. I couldn’t be more excited.”
“Me too,” she coos. “But I’m a little scared too. What if it doesn’t work?”
“Then we’ll drive the Hearse outta this shitty town somewhere far away and make a new 

life.”
“Ooo,” she bubbles, “like Transylvania?”
He snorts as he imagines driving the Hearse across the Atlantic in a cartoonish fashion. 

“Sure.” He kisses her temple. “Anywhere you wanna go, Sis.”



Tartarus looks back over his shoulder with a squealing laugh. “Why not Shambhala or 
Atlantis?”

Dante beams at him sharply in defense of Pandora’s naiveté. “I’ll ask my travel agent.”
Tartarus offers a conspiratorial wink. “Ask about a voyage to Uranus while you’re at it.”
Dante is mentally winding up for a retort when the crying howl of a coyote, not far away, 

shoots a jolt of fear through him.
Pandora whispers, “Do you think that was a Lycan, Master?”
“No, Sis. It was just a coyote.” She’s watched Underworld a dozen times too many. She 

was insistent that her vamp name should be Selene. It took Dante over a week to convince her 
that Pandora was a better choice.

They break from the brush into an area they cleared in preparation for the ritual. A shift in
the breeze hits Dante with the sickly-sweet stench of goats’ blood soaking the ground in the 
shape of a large inverted pentagram. The powerful symbol is outlined with a ring of black salt to 
seal the circle. A black candle burns at each point of the five-pointed star, their flames shielded 
from the wind within wine bottles with their bases sheared off. A bundle of willow and 
wormwood smoldering within the pentagon of the pentagram is a potent aftertaste to the blood.

Orpheus is perched atop a tombstone like an annoyingly debonair J-pop heavy metal rock
star, sipping a Monster Energy drink and casually fondling zis balls. The strained screams of 
Trent Reznor performing “Dead Souls” from The Crow soundtrack sing from a portable mini-
speaker beside him.

Tartarus jests, “You practicing your pose for the cover of G-Queer magazine?”
Orpheus flicks a limp wrist with mock flamboyance. “As if. Playgirl mag is more like it. 

Full-frontal, beotch.”
Dante pats Pandora on her bare bottom, signaling her to release her grip on him, and he 

sets her down. Before she can turn away, he grasps her slim waist and gazes down at her in awe 
of her astonishing adorability, recognizing he may never see her like this again. So cute and so 
innocent. To his dread, most descriptions of vampirism warn that the cost of eternal life is the 
forfeit of the soul. He does not fret over the threat of his own but does fear the loss of Pandora’s 
and what perversion it may make of her. Then again, deep down he doesn’t believe tonight will 
prove to be anything more than a wild night to remember.

Pandora has an attractive glow about her as always, yet the shrooms have given him the 
amazing ability to observe it as a visible aura. She is a luminous cherub. A divine being of light. 
“Sis,” he breathes with tears welling in his eyes, “you are the most beautiful angel to ever grace 
this world.”

Tartarus doubles over, smacking his knee and cackling. “Listen to this hippy-flipping 
honky spouting poetry!”

Ignoring Tartarus, Dante hunches over and kisses Pandora’s luscious lips. She utters a 
carnal moan of craving as he strokes her tongue with his own. Her groping hands and eager 
moaning causes his cock to engorge and strain against the crotch of his skinny jeans. He clutches
her cheeks, squeezing and peeling them apart, kissing her with swiftly rising intensity, his 
groaning becoming a growling. He can’t seem to get enough of the sweet taste of her warm, 
mewling mouth.

“Dayum,” exclaims Orpheus, “save some steam for the ritual, ya’ll.”
“Fo fuckin’ reals,” agrees Tartarus. “You are fuuuck up, Dante. One moment you’re 

grinding your teeth and shaking in your boots, the next you’re mauling your baby sister’s booty 
and trying to gargle her tongue.”



Dante breaks away with a sputtering burst of laughter and Pandora giggles stupidly in 
response. “Oi, you’re such a wanker!”

Tartarus thrusts a thumb towards Orpheus. “Zie’s the one wanking.”
Orpheus has one hand tucked in zis leggings. “The ritual specifies all phalli must be risen

before entering the circle.” Zie waggles zis brows. “Plus watching you two is spicy.”
Pandora cocks her head adorably. “Master, what’s phalli risen mean?”
“It means,” Dante interprets, “you need to jerk off these wankers’ while sucking my 

cock.”
“Yes, Master. But can I have some more oxy first?”
Dante didn’t wanna buy her oxy because he heard it’s extremely addictive but this is a 

special occasion and she was adamant about trying it, so he bought her one pill of the lowest 
dose.

“There isn’t any more oxy, but I’ve got some more Molly if you wanna roll.”
Her aura flares. “Yes, please!”
Knowing she would, he bought an extra dose. He fingers a tiny baggie of white crystals 

from the watch pocket of his jeans. “Open wide and press your tongue to the roof of your 
mouth.” She obeys and he sprinkles the Molly under her tongue. “Now just let it dissolve.”

Pandora frowns dramatically and whines.
Tartarus chuckles. “Tastes like a bullfrog shat in your mouth?”
She nods vigorously and whimpers.
Orpheus hops down from zis perch and offers zis energy drink and she tears it from zis 

grasp and guzzles it down in its entirety.
Pandora returns the empty can and Orpheus tosses it over zis shoulder into the brush. 

“I’m sorry, Master! It was gross! Did I ruin it?!”
“No, Sis.” Dante kisses her forehead, calming her. “It’ll just take a little bit longer for it 

to hit you.” He pulls the strap of her messenger bag over her head and places the bag atop a 
tombstone beside them. “You’ll be rolling before we’re plowing you, promise.” He grips the 
zipper tab of her purple crop-top and pulls it down, unveiling her pert peaks. He gives each tiny 
pink nipple a soft sucking kiss, causing them to bud rigid. “Get on your knees, my apprentice. 
It’s time for worship.”

Tartarus elbows Orpheus playfully with a chuckle. “I love it when he gets all theatrical.”
As Pandora sinks to her knees in reverence, Dante releases his throbbing erection from 

the painful restrains of his jeans. Grasping his thighs, she licks and sucks his shaved balls, 
purring like an affectionate kitten.

Dante groans and moans as Pandora drags her tongue up the base of his shaft. Teases the 
end with a flickering of her tongue tip. Gives it a soft kiss. Then presses her full lips over the fat 
head and slowly slides down his thick shaft until his cockhead nudges the back of her throat. She
tilts her head to open her gullet, then swallows and gradually glides his dick down her snug 
throat until her lips kiss the base. She gazes up at him demurely and begins to hum. The 
vibrations of her undulating esophagus cause him to quiver.

Orpheus pulls off zis skirt and peels down zis leggings. “I need some of that.”
Dante stutters, “I-I-I need a clove and an energy drink!”
He closes his eyes and rolls back his head, groaning towards the sky as he wallows in the 

profound pleasure of Pandora’s massaging throat and suckling lips until a cigarette is slid 
between his trembling fingers and a can is pressed into his opposite palm. He pulls a long drag 
from the clove and as he exhales a spiral nebula of twinkling stars explode into existence within 



his darkened mindscape. The stars stretch and blur as they streak past him. A bellowing maw of 
jagged fangs roars towards him and he opens his eyes with a panicked gasp of terror!

Pandora disgorges his cock from her taut throat with an expression of confusion and 
concern. “Master, are you okay? Did I suck it too hard?”

“N-n-no.” Dante shakes his head. “I j-j-just need a minute.” He takes a step back and 
leans against a tombstone. He puffs his cigarette and sips his drink, inattentively watching 
Pandora stroke and suck his friends as he struggles to forget the terrifying vision that feels like a 
horrifying premonition.

In an endeavor to fend off a bad trip, Dante conjures up a positive memory. He can’t 
recall any genuinely happy moments from before his step-sister entered his life, so the 
recollection that surfaces is of Pandora confessing her love for him with his cum smeared across 
her smiling lips. He had fucked her on the living room rug, after showing her From Dusk Till 
Dawn, and then jerked his load into her thirsty mouth. She blissfully nuzzled his prick, spreading
his sticky seed across her face as she continually cooed that she loved him and his big fat cock. 
In response, he kissed her messy mouth with frenzied fervor and caressed her clit until she 
squealed and squirmed and squirted, before speaking the heartfelt words that he has repeated 
each and every day since. He may treat her like a suck-and-fuck toy but he loves her more than 
anything.

When his clove is ash and his can is empty, Dante tugs off his boots and jeans while 
watching Pandora choke down Tartarus’ donkey dong. Though the night is cool, a glistening 
sheen of perspiration has swept across her skin. A reaction to the Molly raising her core body 
temperature.

Dante gives Orpheus and Tartarus a pat on the shoulder. “My vamp brothers and sister, 
it’s time for our rebirth. Let us not speak until the ritual has been completed, lest we spoil the 
spell.”

Pandora gorges on Dante’s dick, moaning greedily and drooling profusely, as Orpheus 
switches the music to an incantation played backward in Latin and Tartarus uncorks a bottle of 
sacramental wine.

They step into the circle and congregate within the center. As they previously practiced 
with grape juice, the guys swish a mouthful of wine and spit it into Pandora’s mouth. She 
swallows without much spillage.

Tartarus lies on his back and Pandora straddles his lap. Wincing, she sinks onto his 
mandingo with a whispered whinny as he groans with glee and gropes at her gazongas. Pandora 
is so petite and Tartarus so titanic that she looks like a child in comparison to his brawny bulk.

Orpheus squats with zis feet on either side of Tartarus’ head, cradles Pandora’s cranium 
with both hands and glides zis wang passed her puckered lips.

Dante descends to his knees behind Pandora and squeezes a generous sum of Astroglide 
along his shaft before spreading her cheeks and nestling his bulbous cockhead against her elfin 
rosebud. With a firm push and a grunt of effort, he shoves through her spasming sphincter as she 
whimpers around Orpheus’ wang thrusting into her throat. Dante takes a hold of her hips and 
gradually buries his broadsword to the hilt as she shivers and squalls. He pecks her crown with 
kisses while massaging her shoulders, giving her a moment of reprieve to acclimate to his cock 
crammed up her ass.

Now that Dante is in place, Tartarus begins to thrust his pelvis, plunging Pandora’s pussy 
with a persistent pace as she wriggles and whines woefully.



Dante pulls back at a reluctant rate, relishing the rapture of Pandora’s vise-like rectum as 
he withdraws all but the head of his rigid manhood. He then burrows deep into her bowels again 
as she clenches her cheeks and cries. Her tush is so tight it’s almost painful to penetrate. The wait
was worth it. All the years of obsessing over her plump rump have at last come to fruition. Dante
works his hips with steadily increasing speed and strength until he is clapping her caboose with a
rapid rhythm. The slapping sounds of spanking her stern are seductively satisfying.

The mini-speaker pops and crackles as the incantation plays anew. The recording is on 
repeat. The reverse Latin seems to stretch and skew and stutter. Dante isn’t sure if it’s due to the 
shrooms screwing with his auditory perception or if it’s actually happening, but he doesn’t care 
either way. He has never been more enthralled in all his life. He is finally living out his filthy 
fantasy of furiously fucking his step-sister’s fantastic fanny.

Pandora writhes and wails as, in unhallowed unison, Orpheus gouges her gullet, Tartarus 
pounds her pussy, and Dante beats her bottom with a newfound aggression.

Recognizing that Pandora is enduring more pain than enjoying pleasure, Dante considers 
calling a cessation. He doesn’t want her to resent him for this night if the ritual isn’t successful. 
But then the candles flicker within their wine bottle cloches and the leaves rustle although the air
has gone still. The spectral orbs reappear in greater number and visual intensity, surrounding the 
circle and bobbing and blinking with apparent agitation. A heaviness descends upon his mind 
like a burial shroud. His eyes roll back as his affectionate compassion recedes, making way for a 
lustful rage to ascend from somewhere sinister…
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